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This new Edition of Electronic Commerce is a complete update of the leading
graduate level/advanced undergraduate level textbook on the subject. Electronic
commerce (EC) describes the manner in which transactions take place over
electronic networks, mostly the Internet. It is the process of electronically buying
and selling goods, services, and information. Certain EC applications, such as
buying and selling stocks and airline tickets online, are reaching maturity, some
even exceeding non-Internet trades. However, EC is not just about buying and
selling; it also is about electronically communicating, collaborating, and
discovering information. It is about e-learning, e-government, social networks,
and much more. EC is having an impact on a significant portion of the world,
affecting businesses, professions, trade, and of course, people. The most
important developments in EC since 2014 are the continuous phenomenal
growth of social networks, especially Facebook , LinkedIn and Instagram, and the
trend toward conducting EC with mobile devices. Other major developments are
the expansion of EC globally, especially in China where you can find the world's
largest EC company. Much attention is lately being given to smart commerce and
the use of AI-based analytics and big data to enhance the field. Finally, some
emerging EC business models are changing industries (e.g., the shared
economy models of Uber and Airbnb). The 2018 (9th) edition, brings forth the
latest trends in e-commerce, including smart commerce, social commerce, social
collaboration, shared economy, innovations, and mobility.
This updated edition of the book blends in new e-commerce technologies. Mobile
commerce (M-commerce) and use of cloud computing are offering a new set of
challenges and opportunities for those individuals who know what they are and
how they are related to e-commerce. Their use opens up new markets,
expanding the need for larger operations, which in turn requires greater
knowledge of the operations management subjects presented in this book. The
book is focused on issues, concepts, philosophies, procedures, methodologies,
and practices of running e-commerce operations. It connects the basic
operations management activities undertaken by every organization (e.g.,
inventory management, scheduling, etc.) and translates their application into
issues and problems faced in the field of e-commerce. The book also provides
current research findings, strategies, and practices that can help students in the
field of operations management run and improve their e-commerce operations. It
covers most of the basic operations management activities and functions and has
been designed for an upper-level undergraduate business, a graduate business
or engineering management course on e-commerce operations management for
university students. Students interested in e-commerce operations will find this
book a valuable guide to the important aspects of starting up and running an ecommerce operation. They can learn from reading this book how supply chains,
products and processes, human resources and purchasing functions can
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supported and enhanced by the use of e-commerce. In addition, students can
learn how to undertake forecasting and scheduling in e-commerce operations.
Decision-makers and managers who have to reengineer e-commerce operations
can also use this book as a guide to understanding e-commerce. The Instructor
Manual and PowerPoint Slides for the book are available upon request for all
instructors who adopt this book as a course text. Please send your request to
sales@wspc.com.
E-commerce has passed through a number of stages in the minds of most
readers of the daily press. Initially it was the province of the specialist and
considered almost irrelevant to the needs and activities of everyday life companies looking for venture capital in this area had little if any chance of
obtaining sufficient funds from the rather conservative investors who provided the
only source of start-up capital. Then came the dot. com boom -and suddenly ecommerce was the most exciting topic possible! Venture capital was available
from every possible source and almost any company with a . com in its name
could be assured of instant funding on request. This boom was, inevitably,
followed by the dot. com bust and the press wamed that the days of e-commerce
were gone, perhaps never to return. This apparently confusing 'stages of growth'
model is in reality nothing ofthe sort. E-commerce is simply the logical outcome
of combining computers with tele communications networks. The astonishing
changes which a global economy has brought with it are reflected in the changes
to the way we do business which are increasingly synonymous with e-commerce.
Indeed, the term e-commerce itself is coming to mean only the transaction-based
component of e-business-'any process that a business organisation conducts
over a computer-mediated network' as Thomas Mesenbourg ofthe U. S. Census
Bureau said in 1999.
Previous ed.: published as Introduction to e-commerce. 2003.
E-commerce customer service technologies adopted by businesses help them
present their customers with the information they want quickly, take responsibility
for their actions, communicate specific solutions to customers, and maintain their
competitive edge. Evidently, different e-commerce customer technologies have
different strengths and deficiencies. Principally, this book zeroes in on the
strengths and downsides of the e-commerce customer service technologies used
by Adidas, Standard Bank, and Coca-Cola currently, comparing the technologies
critically. They use the Salesforce Commerce Cloud, Acquire, and Get
Satisfaction e-commerce customer service technologies respectively. If a
business is required to adopt Get Satisfaction, Acquire, or Salesforce Commerce
Cloud as its e-commerce customer technology, it should consider each of the
options’ capabilities and deficiencies. Get Satisfaction and Salesforce
Commerce Cloud, unlike Acquire, enable businesses build online customer
communities. Salesforce Commerce Cloud and Acquire, unlike Get Satisfaction
have analytics capabilities, which are rather important to support organizations,
including businesses that offer customer support. Salesforce Commerce Cloud
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and Acquire, unlike Get Satisfaction, help businesses offer consistent customer
experiences over varied channels - one of the most critical differentiating factor
for retail businesses presently is shopping experience. Acquire and Salesforce
Commerce Cloud, unlike Get Satisfaction, assist businesses in integrating
customer data.
"This book focuses on isolating what determines the adoption of e-commerce
applications that will optimize potential opportunities presented to small
businesses through adoption"--Provided by publisher.
This work includes articles addressing the social, cultural, organizational, and
cognitive impacts of e-commerce technologies and advances on organizations
around the world. It covers the impact of e-commerce on consumer behaviour,
organizational behaviour, and development.
Provides a short, clear and useful guide to interpretation of renal biopsy
specimens.
"This encyclopedia offers a comprehensive knowledge of multimedia information technology
from an economic and technological perspective"--Provided by publisher.
Written by experienced authors who share academic as well as real-world practices, this text
features exceptionally comprehensive yet manageable coverage of a broad spectrum of Ecommerce essentials from a global point of view. The new edition pays special attention to the
most recent developments in online behavior in our business, academic, and personal lives.
Introduction to E-Commerce and E-Marketplaces; Internet Consumer Retailing; Business-toBusiness E-Commerce; Other EC Models and Applications; EC Support Services; EC Strategy
and Implementation; Application Development Perfect for anyone looking for a brief or
supplemental text on EC. Ideal for busy executives.
Business-to-consumer (B2C) and consumer-to-consumer (C2C) e-commerce transactions,
including social commerce, are rapidly expanding, although e-commerce is still small when
compared to traditional business transactions. As the familiarity of making purchases using
smart devices continues to expand, many global and regional investors hope to target the
ASEAN region to tap into the rising digital market in this region. The Handbook of Research on
Innovation and Development of E-Commerce and E-Business in ASEAN is an essential
reference source that discusses economics, marketing strategies, and mobile payment
systems, as well as digital marketplaces, communication technologies, and social technologies
utilized for business purposes. Featuring research on topics such as business culture, mobile
technology, and consumer satisfaction, this book is ideally designed for policymakers, financial
managers, business professionals, academicians, students, and researchers.
Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Computer Science - Commercial Information
Technology, grade: 1.3, University of Applied Sciences Bonn (FOM), language: English,
abstract: This essay aims to define and explain the comprehensive e-fulfillment process in
detail as well as its essential existence within e-marketplaces. The series of sub-processes
making up the e-fulfillment process will be presented in the corresponding order of the four
phases of transaction. Of all five sub-processes the e-matching process will be covered in
further detail. “An e-marketplace (also called e-market, virtual market, or marketspace) is an
electronic space where sellers and buyers meet and conduct different types of transactions.”.
Taking this definition as a reference one can say that an e-marketplace serves as one of the
possible platforms for transactions between providers and demanders in electronic-commerce.
E-marketplaces differ in their strategy and layout and are composed of a variety of
specifications such as branch specificity (vertical- and horizontal marketplaces), different
pricing models such as e-auctions, dynamic- and fixed pricing as well as a selection of possible
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operator models.
Seminar paper from the year 2006 in the subject Business economics - Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media, grade: 58, Northumbria University, 22
entries in the bibliography, language: English, comment: The task was to create a report
prepared for the Chief Executive Officer of HP to demonstrate the opportunities his company
could realize by changing its traditional distribution system and starting to make use of ecommerce as a main distribution channel and to efficiently manage the supply chain through
the internet.It provides an analysis of the key elements, which characterise successful ecommerce initiatives. Further, it critically appraises the e-business initiatives deployed by Dell.,
abstract: Today Dell is a market leader that constantly gains competitive advantage with its
effective e-commerce strategies. The following report was prepared for the Chief Executive
Officer of HP in order to demonstrate the opportunities his company could realize by changing
its traditional distribution system and starting to make use of e-commerce as a main
distribution channel and to efficiently manage the supply chain through the internet. Advanced
e-commerce strategies hold many benefits. Dell was able to benefit from opportunities as they
consequently considered some key factors of successful e-commerce: - A continuous
information flow enabled them to improve the relationship between all participants of the supply
chain. As a result the company could reduce its inventory costs and deliver customers
products and services they require. - Dell further recognized the importance of a premium
customer service as a key element for success. The selling of products directly through the
internet without an intermediate is including cost saving potential but also risks due to the
missing face-to-face contact between buyers and sellers. - Further to that Dell aims to meet
exactly the needs of its customers by offering mass customized produc
In the next few years, it is expected that most businesses will have transitioned to the use of
electronic commerce technologies, namely e-commerce. This acceleration in the acceptance
of e-commerce not only changes the face of business and retail, but also has introduced new,
adaptive business models. The experience of consumers in online shopping and the popularity
of the digital marketplace have changed the way businesses must meet the needs of
consumers. To stay relevant, businesses must develop new techniques and strategies to
remain competitive in a changing commercial atmosphere. The way in which e-commerce is
being implemented, the business models that have been developed, and the applications
including the benefits and challenges to e-commerce must be discussed to understand modern
business. The Research Anthology on E-Commerce Adoption, Models, and Applications for
Modern Business discusses the best practices, latest strategies, and newest methods for
implementing and using e-commerce in modern businesses. This includes not only a view of
how business models have changed and what business models have emerged, but also
provides a focus on how consumers have changed in terms of their needs, their online
behavior, and their use of e-commerce services. Topics including e-business, e-services,
mobile commerce, usability models, website development, brand management and marketing,
and online shopping will be explored in detail. This book is ideally intended for business
managers, e-commerce managers, marketers, advertisers, brand managers, executives, IT
consultants, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students interested in how ecommerce is impacting modern business models.
The internet has become a flexible platform upon which global retail brands can expand and
grow. With a greater emphasis on and opportunity for new market opportunities in the digital
sphere, the global retail market is undergoing an era of rapid transformation as new web-based
retail models emerge to meet the needs of the modern consumer. E-Retailing Challenges and
Opportunities in the Global Marketplace explores the transformations occuring in the virtual
marketplace as consumer needs and expectations shift to the new age of online shopping.
Emphasizing the difficulties business professionals face in the digital age in addition to
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opportunities for market growth and new product development, this publication is a critical
reference source for business professionals, product strategists, web managers, IT specialists,
and graduate-level students in the fields of business, retail management, and advertising.
This textbook focuses on the members of the digital value chain of eBusiness and eCommerce
and dedicates a separate chapter to each member part: eProducts & eServices,
eProcurement, eMarketing, eContracting, eDistribution, ePayment, as well as eCustomer
Relationship Management. In addition to business models and business webs, digital
procurement and marketing processes are likewise addressed such as electronic negotiation
processes, security questions with digital signatures, as well as electronic supplier relationship
management and customer relationship management. The topics are described based on
explicit procedures and descriptive examples of application. The gradual set-up of an
electronic Webshop for DVD’s serves as a continuous case study. The book is directed
towards students of economics at universities and technical colleges; it is also suitable for
executives, project leaders, and company experts who deal with the digital value chain.

Describing what electronic commerce is, how it is being conducted and
managed, and what the major opportunities, limitations, issues and risks are, this
book should be of interest to managers and professionals in the business world.
E-Commerce has brought about many changes in organizations and has had
significant impacts on the quality of life that is experienced by individuals or even
indirectly as members of society. The need to have fast and efficient information
on products is crucial to our socially conscious and technologically dependent
society; hence, information technology has increased the intolerable burden of
handling the increasing amount of information and human errors which the
society is expected to contend with. The Economic and Social Impacts of ECommerce addresses issues associated with the advent of e-commerce, and its
significance within society.
Information technology professionals will gain invaluable information with this
updated resource on how to connect concepts to key business areas. These
areas include accounting, finance, marketing, management, human resources,
and operations. The new edition provides concise and accessible coverage of
core IT topics. Do It Yourself activities show them how to apply the information on
the job. Technology professionals will then be able to discover how critical IT is to
each functional area and every business.
Throughout the book, theoretical foundations necessary for understanding
Electronic Commerce (EC) are presented, ranging from consumer behavior to
the economic theory of competition. Furthermore, this book presents the most
current topics relating to EC as described by a diversified team of experts in a
variety of fields, including a senior vice president of an e-commerce-related
company. The authors provide website resources, numerous exercises, and
extensive references to supplement the theoretical presentations. At the end of
each chapter, a list of online resources with links to the websites is also provided.
Additionally, extensive, vivid examples from large corporations, small businesses
from different industries, and services, governments, and nonprofit agencies from
all over the world make concepts come alive in Electronic Commerce. These
examples, which were collected by both academicians and practitioners, show
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the reader the capabilities of EC, its cost and justification, and the innovative
ways corporations are using EC in their operations. In this edition (previous
editions published by Pearson/Prentice Hall), the authors bring forth the latest
trends in e-commerce, including social businesses, social networking, social
collaboration, innovations, and mobility.
This is a complete update of the best-selling undergraduate textbook on
Electronic Commerce (EC). New to this 4th Edition is the addition of material on
Social Commerce (two chapters); a new tutorial on the major EC support
technologies, including cloud computing, RFID, and EDI; ten new learning
outcomes; and video exercises added to most chapters. Wherever appropriate,
material on Social Commerce has been added to existing chapters.
Supplementary material includes an Instructor’s Manual; Test Bank questions for
each chapter; Powerpoint Lecture Notes; and a Companion Website that
includes EC support technologies as well as online files. The book is organized
into 12 chapters grouped into 6 parts. Part 1 is an Introduction to E-Commerce
and E-Marketplaces. Part 2 focuses on EC Applications, while Part 3 looks at
Emerging EC Platforms, with two new chapters on Social Commerce and
Enterprise Social Networks. Part 4 examines EC Support Services, and Part 5
looks at E-Commerce Strategy and Implementation. Part 6 is a collection of
online tutorials on Launching Online Businesses and EC Projects, with tutorials
focusing on e-CRM; EC Technology; Business Intelligence, including Data-,
Text-, and Web Mining; E-Collaboration; and Competition in Cyberspace. the
following="" tutorials="" are="" not="" related="" to="" any="" specific=""
chapter.="" they="" cover="" the="" essentials="" ec="" technologies="" and=""
provide="" a="" guide="" relevant="" resources.="" p
Electronic CommerceA Managerial and Social Networks PerspectiveSpringer
The growth of the Internet continues to influence our lives and businesses.
Irrespective of their type and size, all firms and organizations are rethinking their
strategies and operations. An increasing number of businesses are using ecommerce to gain competitive advantage. However, doing e-commerce is
complex and requires understanding a vast array of topics. This book provides
coverage of essential topics in E-commerce i.e. technology infrastructure,
building blocks of e-commerce, online marketing, online payment systems, online
business models, online business environment issues, website usability, ecommerce strategy, mobile commerce, and e-CRM/e-SCM. Compared with
available texts on e-commerce, the perspective of this book is global ecommerce. The book is written in simple language, provides up-to-date coverage
of material and associated research, and filled with examples to support material
presented. This book is useful for undergrad and graduate students,
professionals, and anyone looking to gain a solid foundation to continue their
learning of dynamic e-commerce environment.
Electronic Commerce 2004describes the essentials of electronic commercehow it
is being conducted and managed as well as assessing its major opportunities,
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limitations, issues, and risks. It is a clear, simple, well-organized book, and
provides all the basic definitions as well as logical support. Using extensive, vivid
examples from large corporations, small businesses, government and not-forprofit agencies from all over the world, it makes the concepts presented come
alive for readers.Beginning with a comprehensive introduction to E-commerce,
the book explores internet marketing, B2B and C-commerce, E-marketplaces and
internet consumerism, E-government, mobile commerce, auctions, security,
electronic payment systems, and strategy and implementation to launch a
successful E-commerce business.Written by experienced authors who are wellversed in real-world practices, this book will prove invaluable for managers and
professional people in any functional area of business; as well as those in
government, education, health services, and other areas that can benefit from a
knowledge of e-commerce.
While buying and selling goods and services once necessitated a face-to-face
transaction, much of the commerce we now undertake is completely electronic.
Recent advances in electronic and mobile commerce, precipitated by innovations
in technology and user acceptance, have led to subsequent changes in individual
and organizational behavior. E-Commerce Trends for Organizational
Advancement: New Applications and Methods gathers essential research on the
changing face of commerce, investigating the development, delivery, and
perception of e- and m- commerce systems and tools.
A practical, managerial-oriented approach that shows how IT is used in
organizations to improve quality and productivity Case studies highlight new
technology and applications, including fuzzy logic, neural computing, and
hypermedia Contains a variety of cases that emphasize problems many
corporations encounter Features international cases, illustrating how IT can be
adapted to other cultures
For undergraduate and graduate electronic commerce courses. Explore the
many aspects of electronic commerce through a managerial perspective.
Electronic Commerce provides a thorough explanation of what EC is, how it’s
being conducted and managed, and how to assess its opportunities, limitations,
issues, and risks—all from a managerial perspective. By presenting EC through a
managerial approach, this text makes the subject matter practical, relevant, and
beneficial to majors and non-majors alike. To keep pace with today’s everchanging technology, the seventh edition has been streamlined—removing
material that’s no longer relevant, while still providing students with information
on the hottest topics in the field.
Offering both real-world and theoretical perspectives, this book features
exceptionally comprehensive yet manageable coverage of a broad spectrum of Ecommerce essentials from a global point of view. Extremely user-friendly and
practical, it features vignettes, application cases, and real-world cases in each
chapter. Market Mechanisms. Products and Services. Market Research and
Advertisement. Company-Centric. Exchanges and Collaboration. E-Government,
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B2E. M-Commerce. Infrastructure and Application Developments. Privacy, Legal
and Security. Payments and Order Fulfillment. Strategy, Going global, and
Internet Communities. For anyone interested in e-commerce. Ideal for busy
"This book offers readers a one-stop resource for contemporary issues,
developments, and influences in e-commerce"--Provided by publisher.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is becoming indispensable in
the spheres of business, government, education and entertainment. It makes
Internet marketing, e-government, e-learning and online chat services possible.
And its commercial aspect, e-commerce, is part of this trend. Today, no business
training is complete without the inclusion of at least the basics of e-commerce.
But although e-commerce has opened up new opportunities, it also presents
threats and risks. The success of e-commerce hinges on security and trust.
Every business manager should therefore have a fundamental awareness of the
meaning of e-commerce and ICT security and risk management. This second
edition provides guidelines for overcoming these challenges by exploring the
ways in which entrepreneurs and managers should co-operate with IT experts to
exploit opportunities and combat the threats imposed by new technologies.
This update contains 3 new chapters of Electronic Commerce: A Managerial
Perspective. These 3 new chapters maintain Turban's hands-on, real-world,
international, and cutting edge focus that makes the first edition the #1 selling ECommerce book in the market. The first chapter, Building an application with
Yahoo! Store provides a step-by-step, hands-on, detailed, storefront building
guide. The second chapter, Dynamic pricing offers comprehensive coverage and
up-to-date information on online auctions: models, benefits, limitations, software,
support, fraud, bartering, and the future including the role of Mobile Commerce
(M-Commerce). The third chapter, Intrabusiness and e-Government includes
case studies on real companies' use of Intranets, problems, and solutions.
This is a multidisciplinary textbook on social commerce by leading authors of ecommerce and e-marketing textbooks, with contributions by several industry
experts. It is effectively the first true textbook on this topic and can be used in one
of the following ways: Textbook for a standalone elective course at the
undergraduate or graduate levels (including MBA and executive MBA programs)
Supplementary text in marketing, management or Information Systems
disciplines Training courses in industry Support resources for researchers and
practitioners in the fields of marketing, management and information
management The book examines the latest trends in e-commerce, including
social businesses, social networking, social collaboration, innovations and
mobility. Individual chapters cover tools and platforms for social commerce;
supporting theories and concepts; marketing communications; customer
engagement and metrics; social shopping; social customer service and CRM
contents; the social enterprise; innovative applications; strategy and performance
management; and implementing social commerce systems. Each chapter also
includes a real-world example as an opening case; application cases and
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examples; exhibits; a chapter summary; review questions and end-of-chapter
exercises. The book also includes a glossary and key terms, as well as
supplementary materials that include PowerPoint lecture notes, an Instructor’s
Manual, a test bank and five online tutorials.
The continued advancement of globalization, increases in internet connectivity,
compatibility of international payment systems, and adaptability of logistics and
shipping processes have combined to contribute to the rapid growth of the crossborder e-commerce market. Due to these advancements and the ubiquitous
presence of smartphones, consumer use of cross-border e-commerce is
increasingly simplified, and thus, sellers are hardly restricted to a specific country
in terms of promoting, selling, and shipping goods worldwide. The burgeoning
opportunities, habits, and trends of shopping on cross-border e-commerce
platforms have expedited the prospect of becoming a presence in the global
market. This is true for enterprises of all sizes, especially for small? and
medium?sized enterprises (SMEs) that want to add their footprint in the
international market for the first time. Like any other industry, cross-border ecommerce has its specific economics and driving forces, but has different
scopes, challenges, and trends due to the geographic and cultural expanse of
relevant environments. Cross-Border E-Commerce Marketing and Management
was conceptualized by identifying the scope of new complementary information
with a comprehensive understanding of the issues and potential of cross-border ecommerce businesses. The authors believe that this book will not only fill the void
in the current research but will also provide far-sighted vision and strategies, as it
covers big data, artificial intelligence, IoT, supply chain management, and more.
This book provides the necessary knowledge to managers to compete with the
competitive market structure and ultimately contribute to the sustainable
economic growth of a country. It works as a guideline for existing cross-border ecommerce managers to formulate individual strategies that combine to optimize
the industry while keeping the enterprise competitive. This book is useful in both
developed and developing country contexts. This publication is an ideal resource
for academicians, policy makers, stakeholders, and cross-border e-commerce
managers, especially from SMEs.
As the use of technology has considerably increased in B2B e-commerce, it
becomes imperative to address the issues of trust that emerge in the context of
technology. Trust and Technology in B2B E-Commerce: Practices and Strategies
for Assurance focuses on various trust issues that emerge from deployment of
various e-commerce technologies in interorganizational relationships. Some of
these issues relate to security, privacy, authentication, non-repudiation, quality of
Web interface, system performance, infrastructure, and environmental factors.
This book contributes to the ongoing process of developing a framework for
understanding the process of building trust in B2B e-commerce.
Describes the essentials of electronic commerce, how it is being conducted and
managed as well as assessing its major opportunities, limitations, issues, and
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risks. With its managerial orientation and interdisciplinary approach, this book is
for beginners as well as graduate students in e-commerce.
This state-of-the-art survey provides a systematic overview of the ideas and
techniques of the adaptive Web and serves as a central source of information for
researchers, practitioners, and students. The volume constitutes a
comprehensive and carefully planned collection of chapters that map out the
most important areas of the adaptive Web, each solicited from the experts and
leaders in the field.
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